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A Brief Overview of Different 
Types of Customer Data
Customer data is the information you’ve collected from your websites, apps, 

physical stores or other situations where people have shared information with 

you, such as in emails, surveys or messaging apps.



There are a bunch of different types of customer data, but common ones include: 



 Email addresses


️️ First names


️  Last names


 Phone numbers


 Countries of residence


 Sizes (shoes, clothing, etc.)


 ️Other preferences


It’s important to note that customer data can be collected in several different 

contexts. We can divide these contexts into the following categories:

Third-party data


Second-party data


First-party data


Zero-party data
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These categories of data collection differ in the way the data ends up in the hands 

of the company doing the collecting. This ranges from completely non-consensual 

and operating in the background, all the way to being freely and actively shared by 

consumers.



This type of data collection is far removed from being consensual on the part of the 

user whose data is actually being collected. Third-party data is usually collected 

from a variety of sources, and aggregated by a third-party company. These 

companies are called data management platforms (DMPs).



DMPs take this data, aggregated from all sorts of websites and apps, and turn it into 

elaborate user profiles. These profiles are then sold again to other companies or 

brands which then use them in their marketing campaigns.



Let’s take a closer look at each category of customer data collection.



Differences Between Zero, First, Second and 
Third-Party Data

Zero-party data First-party data Second-party data Third-party data

Data that a 

customer shared 

actively and freely 

with a brand.

Data collected 

directly by a company 

about customers 

when they interact 

with a brand 

First-party data 

another company 

shares with yours and 

which you have 

contractual permission 

to use

Aggregated data from 

public/non-public 

sources that the 

customer may not have 

given consensually

1. What is Third-Party Data?
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As you might imagine, consumers are mostly unaware that this is happening at all. 

One of the ways in which DMPs gather third-party data is through the use of third-

party cookies.



GDPR and CCPA. These regulations have given end-users more control 

over what type of cookies they accept when visiting a website.


Google and Apple. Chrome and Safari, the world’s most-used browsers, 

so that they no longer allow third-party cookies to track you by default.


App Tracking Transparency. This update to iOS makes users give 

explicit permissions for cross-app tracking.



What are First-Party and Third-Party Cookies?

There are two types of cookies: first-party and third-party cookies. First-party 

cookies collect data that can be only accessed by the website the user is visiting.



Third-party cookies are cookies on a website set up by yet another (third-party) 

website. These cookies are shared between web domains, so social media networks 

and advertisers can target ads to users based on websites they’ve recently visited.



Recently, there have been a lot of changes to the way browsers and mobile devices 

allow these third-party cookies to track you:


App Tracking Transparency will change a lot of cross-app tracking practices
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2. What is Second-Party Data?
This type of data collection is a bit simpler. Second-party data is basically first-

party data you buy from another company. As opposed to third-party data, 

where you buy an aggregated data set from a company that collected it from all 

sorts of sources.



There are quite a few use cases in which you might imagine buying another 

company’s data. Imagine you run an online store that sells nutrition supplements 

but you’re finding it difficult to figure out who to target ads to.



In this case, you could approach another online store selling, say, gym clothes and 

workout wear. Their customers will have very similar interests to yours, and are 

already used to buying products online.



You could approach this store and ask them to sell their first-party customer data to 

you, directly. This means you’ll know the data is of high quality and you’ll be able to 

make an agreement and purchase just the data relevant to your business.



The transfer of first-party data to a different owner is what makes it second-

party data.



Still, customers will rarely be informed of this transaction having taken place at all, 

let alone given permission for the reselling of their data.

“Second-party data is basically first-party 
data you buy from another company”
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3. What is First-Party Data?
First-party data is the type of customer data a business actually owns. It’s 

collected directly from customers or audiences visiting and using a business’ 

websites, apps or products.  



This type of data is usually of high quality, very detailed, and collected within the 

context of your own business. As such, this is the type of data best suited to create 

tailored and personalized experiences your customers will love.



There are three types of first-party data:

Relational and transactional. Things like your customers’ personal details 

and purchase history. The type of data you’ll find in your CRM.


Interactional. First-party data derived from your customers interacting with 

your business, such as on your website, in messaging apps, or through email.


Behavioral. Data derived from what your customer does. This includes 

things like scroll depth on a product page or cart abandonment.

Marketoonist explaining the difference between customer data types
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First-party data is essential to creating a customer-centric business model.



For example: your interactional first-party data might include a higher than average 

number of complaints or returns about specific products. Using this data to improve 

these products is a business practice that benefits both your business and your 

customers.



According to a Merkle's 2021 Customer Engagement Report:



First-party data is essential to creating a customer-centric business model.



For example: your interactional first-party data might include a higher than average 

number of complaints or returns about specific products. Using this data to improve 

these products is a business practice that benefits both your business and your 

customers.



According to a Merkle's 2021 Customer Engagement Report:



While first-party data is at the top of the agenda for marketers in 2021, the report 

also points to the need for marketers to increase the acquisition of zero-party data.



So let’s take a closer look at the most important type of customer data: zero-party 

data.


41% of marketers say digital media activation will be the area most 

impacted due to the rise of privacy-related data restrictions.


88% of marketers say collecting first-party data is a 2021 priority.


88%41%

Data restrictions will impact 
digital media activation

First-party data is

a 2021 priority
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4. What is Zero-Party Data?
Zero-party data (ZPD) is data intentionally, (pro-)actively and freely shared by a 

customer with a business or brand. This type of data is collected through explicit 

and direct interaction with customers, in for instance, surveys, questionnaires, 

emails or messaging app conversations.



The best thing about zero-party data is it provides companies with the data they 

need to create personalized experiences customers love. While at the same time 

ensuring customers are happy about how the data was collected and how it will be 

used.

Inferred household 

income

Mobile device ID

Set-top box data Social media 

page likes

Purchase preferences

Third-party 

data

Date of birth

Inferred


data

Observed


data

Email address

Web cookie data

Self-reported


data

Product/category 

preferences

Cross-device

identity matching

Second-party 

data

Loyalty program

activity

Preference insights 

and purchase intentions

given freely and consensually

Purchase history

First-party 

data

Zero-party 

data

Self-identified 
household income

The Four Types of Customer Data
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Research and advisory company Forrester’s VP principal analyst, Fatemeh 

Khatibloo, says that, for businesses:



If we were to sum up the characteristics of zero-party data, you could say it’s:


Sure, you could go and purchase another company’s first-party data and use it to 

infer that company’s customers intentions. But is this going to give you the same 

high-quality results as using zero-party data?



Example of using second-party data:



You own a running shoe company and you buy an athletic clothing company’s first-

party data. You use this dataset as second-party data to run ads to people that 

might be interested in buying your running shoes.

Direct


Private


Trust-based


Self-reported


Consent-based

“Zero-party data is gold … [w]hen a customer 
trusts a brand enough to provide this really 
meaningful data, it means that the brand 
doesn’t have to go off and infer what the 
customer wants or what [their] intentions are.”


Why is Zero-Party Data 
Important?
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Add to cart

Buy now

MessengerWhatsApp

Get notified about our hot 
new deals and receive 5% 

off your next order

Hit one of the buttons below to receive this deal

Even though there’s a likelihood people interested in athletic clothing would also be 

interested in running shoes, this is mostly hypothetical and based on your 

assumptions at best. You can optimize your ads, but you’re still running a spray-and-

pray marketing strategy.



Now compare this to...



Example of using zero-party data:



Someone visits your online running shoe store. They’re looking for a very specific 

pair of shoes. In the search box, they type: “dark blue adidas originals swift 11”



The search results show all the products corresponding to these terms, but also an 

unintrusive pop-up or drop down banner appears asking:



“Would you like to 

receive an alert 

when we add new 

Nike shoes to our 

collection?”


Or

“Would you like to 

receive a WhatsApp 

notification when 

Adidas Originals go 

on sale?”


Collecting zero-party data by building WhatsApp or Messenger lists
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Customers that answer yes to either of these questions are providing you with zero-

party data. They are telling you about their preferences in a direct, intentional, 

proactive and consent-based way.

There are several ways you can tap into customers’ valuable zero-party data, as long 

as you pay attention to a few important details:



Remember: the main reason customers part with their data actively and voluntarily is 

their desire for personalization. Explicitly mention how your use of the data you 

collect ties into a better understanding of your customers’ needs. Show them you will 

use this data to create a smoother experience for them.



Regarding ways in which you can collect zero-party data, we suggest trying one or 

several of the following:



A final tip on collecting zero-party data is to try not to ask too much information 

from your customers. By limiting the amount of zero-party data you request, you 

make it easier for customers to give you what you’re asking for.



Zero-party data collection is consent-based


You should be explicit about what will happen to this data



Social media polls


Interactive quizzes and games


In-store through loyalty programs


Preference centers in a new user’s onboarding process


Sale or filter alerts prompted by on-site or in-app searches


Conversations with customer support employees (chat, email, or phone)


Surveys shared in emails, messaging apps, or other communication channels

Collecting Zero-Party Data
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Examples of Zero-Party Data 
Collection
Now we’ve listed the many ways in which you can collect zero-party data, let’s 

zoom in on some actual use cases. Hopefully, these will inspire you to start your 

own zero-party data collection campaigns.

There’s a poll feature on Instagram Stories that allows businesses to engage with 

their followers in fun and creative ways. They're a great way to interact with your 

audience in general, but even better at helping you collect valuable, self-reported, 

zero-party data.



For example, sustainable Canadian swimwear brand Mimi & August used Instagram 

polls to ask their followers about specific preferences. Did they prefer high waist or 

extra waist swimsuit bottoms? And what would they like better: low rise or hipster 

cuts?



The zero-party data 

they retrieved this way 

is invaluable to their 

marketing campaign 

and product 

development strategy, 

of course. And it was all 

retrieved voluntarily 

and given freely by 

the customers 

themselves.

Instagram Poll

Mimi & August running Instagram polls
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Creating an Instagram poll is very easy, by the way. You simply:


Keep an eye on the results for some quality insights into an audience of highly 

engaged followers.

Create a new Story by tapping the “+” icon and choosing “story”


Add/record a photo or video


Choose the sticker icon (square smiley) at the top of the screen


Find and select the “poll” sticker


Fill in the question for your poll and add answer options


Share your story

Facebook and Instagram posts

Did you know you can automatically reply to comments on Facebook and 

Instagram posts with a private message on Messenger or Instagram DM? 



The feature is called Comment-to-Messenger - the Instagram version is launching 

somewhere in the coming months. It's a great way to start conversations and 

activate your Facebook and Instagram posts.



On Messenger, you can then automate conversations and turn them into an 

automated survey or quiz, for instance. These private conversations are the perfect 

way to collect zero-party data from your audience, as they’re low-barrier, 

conversational and direct.



And did we mention they’re end-to-end encrypted?
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Here’s an example of a workflow that lets you collect zero-party data directly 

from a Messenger conversation:

Before we send you 
your discount. Can 
we add you to our 
email list? 

9:15 AM

What is the name 
of your business?

9:15 AM

Shoe Store
Typically replies instantly

09:41

Luke’s Design BV

Luke Jones

Active now

Gender

PSID 975318642

Language

Business name

Job field

Email

Timezone

Male

English (UK)

Luke’s Design BV

Design

luke_jones@gmail.com

UTC+01:00

Excited for our product launch? 
Comment below and fill out a 
survey for a 10% discount

632 103 Comments

Shoe Store
Today

Yes, woohoo!

Give me that!

Yes, I’m so excited!

Yeeeeeessssss

Collecting zero-party data with Comment-to-Messenger surveys


The example above shows relational data which you might already know if the 

person you’re speaking to is an existing customer. You can design conversational 

surveys that capture much more valuable information, like sizes, preferences, or 

anything else you can think of.

Asking people to fill out a survey in an email is another very simple and effective 

way to collect zero-party data. Look at how Shopify incentivizes customers to give 

feedback in this email

Email
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Sending out surveys via email is easy to set up

Setting up this email can be done in minutes, and is the perfect way to collect zero-

party data.



Simple, voluntary and self-reported insights from your customers. Even more 

valuable, since the customers taking the effort to fill out this survey are the ones 

that trust your business the most.
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Omni Opt-in Alerts

What if we told you that you could collect zero-party data by letting your customers 

opt in to receiving all types of alerts on messaging apps?



If you run a successful online store, there might be times when your products go 

out of stock, for example. By letting customers opt in to a one-time notification 

when the product is back in stock, you’re building a high interest list of engaged 

customers.



Using ShopPop’s Omni Opt-in tools, you can let customers choose whether they 

want to receive a notification on messaging apps like Messenger, WhatsApp and 

(soon) Instagram DM. Automate the back-in-stock notification to go out the 

moment you restock the product in your store.

Apart from back in stock alerts, there are a bunch of other store alerts you can set 

up using the Omni Opt-in tool. We already mentioned collection alerts and sale 

alerts, but you could even let users opt in to DM newsletters, price drops, pre-

order alerts or (future) discount codes.

MessengerWhatsApp

Get notified about our hot 
new deals and receive 5% 

off your next order
Choose to receive this on your preferred 

channel below

MessengerWhatsApp

Subscribe and receive 
exclusive discount codes

Choose to receive this on your preferred 

channel below

MessengerWhatsApp

Be the first to get notified 
about our new products

Choose to receive this on your preferred 

channel below

MessengerWhatsApp

Subribe to receive our 
newsletter via chat!

Choose to receive this on your preferred 

channel below

MessengerWhatsApp

Subscribe and receive 
exclusive deals

Choose to receive this on your preferred 

channel below

Subscribe & receive a 
discount code directly

Subscribe & receive 
discount codes in the 

future
Subscribe & receive 

exclusive deals

Subscribe & be the first 
to be notified about new 

products/brands/

collections

Subscribe & receive 
newsletters via chat

Use cases for Omni Opt-in alerts
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For D2C brands, building these high signal lists gives you a wealth of zero-party 

data about your audience. And it’s all collected in a voluntary, consent-based 

way. How’s that for a customer-centric data collection model?

Would you also like to provide your customers with personal, relevant and 

memorable messaging experiences, while respecting their data privacy rights? 

Get started with zero-party data collection using ShopPop’s messaging 

tools. Send an email to ly@shoppop.com and we’ll arrange a chat. 

In short, D2C merchants who want to build voluntary and consent-based 

customer data collection models will survive the coming cookie apocalypse. 

Zero-party data plays an essential role in this transition and allows merchants to put 

their customer experience first, while respecting their privacy. 



The Importance of Zero-
Party Data



Start conversations and gather data

Provide service

Automate messages

We help merchants reach audiences and drive sales

Start your free trial at shoppop.com

Shoppop works with: 

One of our many widgets Live Commerce

Chat Widget Inbox

Abandoned cart

Receipts

Back in Stock

Store Alerts


